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SECTION 1. READING

1. d) international aid in warring countries
2. c) interrupted
3. b) does not solve the problem permanently
4. c) Poor education
5. b) They have a unique cultural heritage.
6. a) allow the distribution of food aid in the Nuba Mountains
7. c) allowed his friend to stay with him
8. c) other aspects of their lives took over.
9. c) They lose touch with their friends.
10. d) people the writer almost never sees
11. c) shared
12. a) their relationships with women help them with their feelings
13. a) to stay on good terms with their mates
14. d) You may improve your talents through education
15. b) it doesn’t teach music in a formal manner
16. a) principles
17. c) become ready to play to an audience
18. a) ambition
19. a) They have a better perception of music.
20. d) With proper training, all children can feel confident about their abilities in music and in life.

SECTION 2 LISTENING

21. c) there isn’t much snow fall
22. a) Lots of sub-glacial lakes under the ice
23. a) True
24. c) Its isolation
25. b) chemical energy
26. c) they feared contamination
27. b) some of them actually have been connected by rivers
28. a) the extension of contamination
29. c) has an unusual job
30. a) some controversial views
31. b) It is promising.
32. c) may soon have superhuman intelligence levels
33. a) should be scared of crashing
34. b) the making of machines as smart as human beings
35. c) the director’s childhood
36. b) visually stunning
37. c) It is shot totally in black and white
38. a) didn’t get on
39. b) romances
40. a) you like romantic films